
OPEN CALL 
EMERGING 
ARTISTS  BASED 
IN PORTUGAL

FLORA AND FAUNA 
AROUND THE 
WORLD DINing 
experience 

From June to November, we are co-producing dining events where 
food and art meet to promote organic, vegetarian and vegan eating. 

Please read the full description of the open call and email 
cyclicmatter@gmail.com submiting your website/portfolio and a 

paragraph describing your idea. Apply until the 15th February 2020.

Matéria Cíclica is a not-for-profit organization promoting artists 
and an ecocentric way of life. Bukubaki is an eco surf resort 
promoting well-being in a low impact setting within nature. 



Dining Events Open Call Information

Bukubaki and Matéria Cíclica are proud to come together to provide a unique experience 
both to artists and their customers. Dining experiences will be produced once a month 
and artists submitting to this open call need to respond to ONE of the following themes: 

The Amazon Rainforest (11th June)
Aboriginal culture (9th July)
The Savana (13th August) 
Lotus flower (10th September)
The cockerel of Barcelos (8th October)
Olive Trees - 12th November - Inês Neto dos Santos (honorary guest)

Matéria Cíclica will provide support in producing artwork for the event and cooking 
the food in partnership with the artist’s ideas. Artists need to think about the event as 
performative, inspirational, poetic and informative. All genres and media are accepted. 
While installations are appropriate, the event is time-based, allows for public interaction, 
consisting of three main moments, which would compare to a three-course dinner. This 
can be de-constructed and subverted as much as the artist wants. Dinners are intended 
to last between 2 and 3 hours, never exceeding the three-hour threshold between guests’ 
arrival and the end, and to a maximum audience of 20 people. Below is a picture of the 
multipurpose room (60m2 and approx 4.5, high) where the events will take place. It is also 
possible to use the adjacent outdoors terrace, which are to the left of the anchor in the 
picture. There is a variety of AV equipment available. 

The schedule for briefing-to-events is: 
-First meeting with all participants at Bukubaki on the 3rd Wednesday of the month. 
-During the following three weeks, the artist (with remote support from Matéria Cíclica) 
develops the plan we set out in the first meeting. 
-On the Sunday that starts the 2nd week of the month, the artist arrives with any pre-
fabricated artwork, and there is a second meeting with Matéria Cíclica for briefing on the 
final steps of the production. 
-During the next three days, the artist and Matéria Cíclica work together in the studios and 
in the venue to produce anything else needed for the event and finish last touches.
-2nd Thursday of the month daytime: final set up of the event
-Event takes place on the 2nd Thursday of the month at 7.30pm

Artists will benefit from free accommodation and free studio space, use of our workshop 
and access to a community of working artists on the sites. We will provide a vegetarian or 
vegan meal a day and all transportation needed between venues and our accommodation. 
There is a budget of up to €50 for materials, but artists are encouraged – in line with 
Matéria Cíclica’s ethos and practices – to look for and use natural materials, reusable 
waste / upcycling, or digital / lighting methods. Artists can contribute with their previous 
work, and they are strongly encouraged to use food itself as a medium. 

The artist can feature pieces for sale during that week at Bukubaki, as well as leaving 
the artwork produced for the event for sale during the following weekend, free from 
commissions. 

This is an opportunity to work on resourcefulness, integrate nature in your artwork in a 
time-based interactive installation, use your criticality on food systems, our relationship 
with food and the globe we live in. Think global, act local.



Send your website/portfolio and up to 1 000 words describing your idea (you can attach 
rough sketches if necessary) to cyclicmatter@gmail.com.  Deadline for applications is 15th 
February 23h59m.

We are situated on the West Coast of Portugal, in Peniche and Óbidos councils.


